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You would never see such a ship crossing the oceans, for the 
obvious reason that it is far too heavy. No one needs such “heavy 
metal” sails to catch the wind.



Having this in our minds, we present WindChute ™. Its 
working area and aerodynamic drag (aka generation 
power) is much larger, other things being equal. 
Accompanied by zero reverse drag of its wind catchers. 

Plus, their cheap and easy production, transportation, 
assembly and maintenance. Plus, safety for the migrating 
birds, with a stable working profile (no side saber strikes), 
and accompanying signal noise.



It also cannot be broken, but rather must be torn 
lengthwise, which is much, much more difficult.



Also, it has up to 80% lower weight. For larger wind 
turbines, this means hundreds of tonnes of less heavy 
and expensive materials per unit. As well as their 
procurement, manufacture, transport and installation 
being skipped.

Due to the above, WindChute ™ is not just better, but 
much better than the existing types of wind turbines. 



A step ahead to the regional advantages: the local 
production of our product not only may substitute the 
imported more expensive and less effective alternatives. It 
also brings a competitive opportunity to a switch from green 
expenses to green revenues at large scale. 

In the way, providing sustainable livelihood and green 
business for some green deal transition regions (i.e. coal 
mining, construction industry dependent etc). Falling within 
the range of existing and available production 
technologies, operating companies, and labor force skills.



We are your men, because:
● Think out of the box.
● Validate our concepts scrupulously,  and in a 

scientific way.
● Dare to try a change in the game, sailing in this blue 

ocean.



Come join us to catch this wind of change!
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